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This June 1993 special section of Optical Engineering pre-
sents the innovative research and results on the integration
between numerical and symbolic processing for image un-
derstanding. The integration of different techniques is re-
garded as the most advanced procedure for obtaining mutual
advantages for overcoming individual limitations. From this
standpoint, the symbolic approach (i.e., knowledge-based
method) and numerical one (i.e., computational method)
seem to be appropriate candidates for integration, because
their functional advantages and structural limitations in the
vision area are well known and have been widely experi-
enced.

The computational approach is the most appropriate for
performing lower level transformations; the knowledge-
based approach is the most suitable for performing transfor-
mations and forrepresenting data at higherlevels (in particu-
lar, for contextual and semantic information).

An integrated knowledge-based computational system
can also exploit the remarkable potential of artificial intelli-
gence control techniques to manage processing tools and to
apply backtracking mechanisms for error recovery.

Eight papers appear in this section covering various as-
pects of image understanding. Roli et al. discuss the control
of both low-level and high-level phases of a multisensor
image processing and recognition system based on a sym-
bolic representation ofcontrolknowledge. Regazzoni, Foresti,
and Murino propose a recognition system ofplanar surfaces
by means of a hierarchical distributed vision system. A
Bayesian belief network is used to propagate information
between the different processing modules; local knowledge
is used in addition to such constraints to regularize local
problems. Binaghi and Rampini deal with the classification
of multisource data, considered as a cognitive process, by
using a knowledge-based approach. A fuzzy set representa-
tion framework is used to model this cognitive process.
Bouthemy and Lalande describe an original framework to
solve the problem oflocating moving objects in a scene. It is
based on a statistical regularization approach using spatio-
temporal Markov fields, and it is independent of the size,
intensity distribution, motion magnitude, anddirection of the
image of the moving objects. Li, Kittler, and Petrou develop
a method of matching and recognizing aerial road network
images based on road network models. Attribute relational
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graphs (ARGs) are used to describe images and models; the
correspondences between image ARGs and model ARGs are
found using a relaxation labeling algorithm. Del Bimbo,
Landi, and Santini describe a neural system that performs
learning and classification of 3-D planar-faced objects. The
objects aredescribedthroughasetoflinedescriptors; Kohonen
networks with a nonmetric distance have been used to allow
a humanlike classification ofthe objects views. Baujard and
Garbay present a multiagent computer segmentation system
(KISS). KISS demonstrates the applicability ofa multiagent
approach to computer vision. Segmentation is approached
through a cooperative analysis involving both region and
contour-based detection; interpretation of pattern is made
usinggeometrical, relational, andsemanticlabeling. Bartolini
et al. address theproblemofevaluating areliable optical flow
field at motion boundaries. Velocity vectors are computed as
solutions of a multiwindow least-squares problem. The field
is then regularized by a vector median filter. The algorithm
is noniterative and nonparametric.

I hope that these papers will contribute to a better picture
of the different aspects related to the image understanding
problem.

I would like to thank the authors who contributed the
papers and the reviewers for their precious suggestions and
time dedicated. Finally, I am grateful to Brian J. Thompson
for giving me the opportunity of organizing this special
section.
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